
RECOMMENDED TOURS

ITALY
Discover Italy’s Finest Immersive Cultural 

Experiences along the Amalfi Coast, 
Florence, Venice, and Rome.



PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND TOURS BASED ON AVAILABILITY

Experience the enchanting Amalfi Coast in style with a 10-hour private car tour! Relax, roll down the 
windows, and immerse yourself in the fabulous Mediterranean air. Explore Amalfi’s 9th-century Cathedral 
and stroll through its charming streets. In Positano, indulge in romance and glamour while shopping for 
unique clothing and souvenirs. Venture to elegant Ravello for awe-inspiring views of Villa Cimbrone and 
its stunning park. Conclude your journey with a self-guided exploration of the well-preserved Pompeii 
excavations. Your driver ensures a seamless return to your hotel. Discover the
best of the Amalfi Coast with comfort and sophistication!

Craft your perfect city adventure! Tailor your experience with a private car and driver at your 
disposal. Explore at your own pace, immersing yourself in the city exactly the way you desire. 
Unleash the freedom to discover, with your personal chauffeur ensuring a seamless and 
customizable journey. Your city, your way!
4-, 6-, or 8-hour tours also available

Starting at $430 for 2

UNGUIDED CUSTOM TOUR BY SEDAN

Discover the fascinating ancient town of Paestum, a significant center of Magna Graecia in 
southern Italy, once colonized by the Greeks and Romans. Admire the impressive, fortified walls 
surrounding the town and explore the perfectly preserved temples, such as the Temple of Hera 
and the Temple of Neptune. Don’t miss the opportunity to visit the sacred wells, which have 
been an essential source of water and religious rituals in the past. 

Starting at $1,475 for 2

PAESTUM AND VIETRI SUL MARE WITH GUIDE BY SEDAN

Pompeii is a captivating archaeological site to explore. With structures, floors, baths, and 
temples still standing; the level of details and markings preserved is remarkable. Many visitors 
come to marvel at the intricate murals, mosaics, and frescoes from the past. This 4.5-hour 
tour of Pompeii is sure to be unforgettable.
Pompeii tour also available as a transfer/tour combo on arrival or departing the Amalfi Coast

Starting at $930 for 2

RUINS OF POMPEII BY SEDAN WITH GUIDE

Experience the majestic Amalfi Coast in an 8-hour private car tour, admiring the scenic views 
of majestic cliffs, emerald-green waters, and small, rustic fishing villages. Visit Amalfi, Positano, 
synonymous with romance and glamour, and then drive up to the elegant Ravello. Pictures 
don’t do justice – come see it for yourself and make timeless magical memories!

Starting at $855 for 2

8 HOURS UNGUIDED AMALFI COAST TOUR BY SEDAN

Starting at $1,065 for 2

AMALFI COAST TOUR AND POMPEII BY SEDAN

RECOMMENDED TOURS
AMALFI COAST



PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND TOURS BASED ON AVAILABILITY

Indulge in a cooking adventure in Sorrento’s private oasis. Surrounded by picturesque gardens, citrus 
trees, and a pool, learn Italian cooking secrets from Zia Angela. Enjoy a warm welcome with fresh juice, 
plum-cake, and Neapolitan coffee. The 3-hour class includes hands-on cooking, wine cellar exploration, 
and tastings of homemade wine and local cheese with Charlie, the “wine man.” Conclude with a 
poolside feast or under a cozy “Pergolato” by a warm fire. Shop for souvenirs like aprons or bottles of 
homemade wine to cherish the experience at home!

Jump on the hydrofoil to Capri Island for an adventure like no other. Meet your driver, then the 
staff of the Harbour, along with the captain of a boat. Take in the sights of the Italian islands as 
you board the boat for a full tour of Capri. From the Blue Grotto, Faraglioni Rocks, and luxurious 
villas, you’re guaranteed to experience a magical journey like no other.

Starting at $2,355 for 2

FULL DAY GUIDED CAPRI ISLAND TOUR BY SEDAN WITH GUIDE

Embark on an 8-hour adventure! Explore the captivating ruins of Pompeii, an archaeological marvel frozen in 
time for over 2,000 years. Then, conquer Vesuvius, the towering volcano overseeing the Bay of Naples. Ascend 
3,000 feet, hike the final 25 minutes to the summit, and gaze into the crater that both destroyed and preserved 
Pompeii and Herculaneum. Witness unparalleled views of the Sorrento Peninsula and the enchanting islands 
of Capri, Ischia, and Procida. A day of history and breathtaking landscapes awaits! Starting at $2,025 for 2

FULL DAY POMPEII AND VESUVIUS WITH GUIDE BY SEDAN

Herculaneum, a smaller, more beautifully preserved city than Pompeii, is a tourist delight. Visitors 
marvel at patrician villas with hidden treasures such as ropes and wood still standing after two 
millennia. Take a stroll along the cobbled streets and let the jaw-dropping beauty engulf you. 
From its wondrous mosaics to its enchanting views, Herculaneum won’t fail to impress.

Starting at $1,980 for 2

FULL DAY HERCULANEUM AND VESUVIUS WITH GUIDE BY SEDAN

Starting at $2,480 for 2

PRIVATE EXCLUSIVE COOKING CLASS IN SORRENTO
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Uncover Florence’s wonders in a snapshot! Marvel at the Duomo, Baptistery, and Michelangelo’s 
David at the Academy of Fine Arts. Explore iconic spots like Piazza San Marco, Ponte Vecchio, 
and the breathtaking Piazzale Michelangelo for a panoramic city view. Get a taste of Florence’s 
beauty, paving the way for your leisurely return to savor each site at your own pace!
4-, 6-, or 8-hour tours, with or without Guide also available

On this 3-hour tour, you will drive up to Piazzale Michelangelo to enjoy sweeping views of Florence. 
Make a quick stop to see the exteriors of Basilica of Santa Maria del Fiore, Giotto’s Bell Tower, and 
the Baptistry with its famous bronze doors (only exterior). Visit the popular Accademia Gallery 
which showcases Michelangelo’s David and several other notable artworks from the Gothic and 
Renaissance period once owned by the Medici family.

Discover the best of Pisa and Lucca in just 8 hours! Marvel at the Renaissance architecture 
in Pisa’s Piazza dei Miracoli, including the iconic Leaning Tower. Explore the charming old city 
walls and gates of Lucca, with panoramic views of alleys and palazzos. Visit historic sites like 
Piazza dell’Anfiteatro and the tree-topped Giunigi Tower, and stroll through streets filled with 
antique shops. A day of rich history and breathtaking sights awaits!
Guided tour also available Starting at $1,035 for 2

PISA AND LUCCA UNGUIDED BY MERCEDES

Spend the day discovering all that Chianti has to offer on this 8-hour tour! Take a scenic drive 
through the countryside, enjoying the lush vineyards and traditional Tuscan architecture. Stop 
at a renowned local winery and take a guided tour of the cellar, learning all about the process 
of making fine wines. Enjoy the tasting of the wines after, savoring the true flavors of Chianti.

Starting at $1,035 for 2

UNGUIDED FLORENCE WINERY TOUR BY MERCEDES

Start your 3-hour Florence adventure with a drive to Piazzale Michelangelo for breathtaking city 
views. Visit the exterior of the stunning Santa Croce Church and explore Piazzale della Signoria. 
Dive into the artistic wonders of the Uffizi Gallery, home to masterpieces by Giotto, Piero della 
Francesca, Filippo Lippi, Leonardo da Vinci, and more. Uncover the essence of Florence’s art and 
history in one unforgettable tour! 6-hour tour also available Starting at $1,060 for 2

HALF DAY TOUR WITH UFFIZI GALLERY WITH GUIDE BY SEDAN

Starting at $430 for 2

Starting at $1,035 for 2

CUSTOM TOUR BY MERCEDES

HALF DAY GUIDED TOUR BY SEDAN WITH ACCADEMIA GALLERY
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Your tour starts with an inside visit to the Basilica of Santa Maria Novella. Proceed to Accademia 
Gallery, the most visited gallery that features the famous Michelangelo’s David. Then, enjoy a 
visit to Uffizi Gallery, one of the most famous museums of paintings and sculptures in the world.
Night Walking Tour also available

An 8-hour tour starts with the walled city of Siena, which is often considered the most well-
preserved medieval city where the people have preserved all the traditions from their forefathers. 
Stroll around the Palazzo del Campo, the Palazzo Pubblico, the Duomo & Cathedral. Continue 
to San Gimignano, declared a Unesco World Heritage site. This city is ringed by 3 sets of historic 
walls and is known for its skyline of wonderful medieval towers.

Experience the best of Brunello wine in Montalcino on this 8-hour excursion! Tour the historic 
town, visit the ancient fortress and St. Antimo Abbey, and indulge in tastings at world-
renowned wineries. Discover the excellence of Sangiovese grapes and shop for local 
products. Note: Wine tasting fees, payable in Euros, vary by winery. Cheers to a day of wine 
and culture!

Starting at $1,910 for 2

BRUNELLO WINERY TOUR WITH ESCORT BY SEDAN

WITH ENGLISH SPEAKING ESCORT Spend the day discovering all that Chianti has to offer on 
this 8-hour tour! Take a scenic drive through the countryside, enjoying the lush vineyards and 
traditional Tuscan architecture. Stop at a renowned local winery and take a guided tour of 
the cellar, learning all about the process of making fine wines. Enjoy the tasting of the wines 
after, savoring the true flavors of Chianti.

Starting at $1,565 for 2

AFTERNOON COOKING CLASS IN FLORENCE

A captivating 10-hour journey through the stunning Cinque Terre, a UNESCO-protected national park on 
Italy’s enchanting Ligurian coastline. Explore the unique villages of Monterosso al Mare, Vernazza, and 
Manarola, linked by the ancient “Sentiero Azzurro” footpath with breathtaking views of terraced vineyards 
and the deep blue sea. Travel seamlessly between villages by ferry or train (tickets not included), stopping 
for lunch (meal not included) and leisurely shopping. Uncover the charm of three villages and experience 
panoramic vistas on this unforgettable adventure!

Starting at $2,195 for 2

CINQUE TERRE WITH ESCORT BY SEDAN

Starting at $1,400 for 2

Starting at $1,475 for 2

HIGHLIGHTS WALKING TOUR WITH GUIDE

SIENA & SAN GIMIGNANO BY MERCEDES WITH DRIVER/GUIDE
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Discover the beauty of Borghese Gardens, Italy’s second-largest park! Nestled in the heart 
of the city, this enchanting park offers fountains, lakes, forests, sports complexes, and even 
a museum—the Borghese Museum, home to a world-class private art collection. Marvel at 
stunning marble and captivating paintings in every room during this 3-hour journey through 
art and nature.

Starting at $1,150 for 2

VILLA BORGHESE MUSEUM AND GARDENS WITH GUIDE BY SEDAN 

Vatican City is the smallest sovereign state in the world but boasts one of the richest art 
collections. Visitors can explore the Galleries of Candelabras, Tapestry and Geographical Maps 
in the Museum, and take in the beauty of the Pope’s exquisite gardens. Don’t miss out on visiting 
this historic and culturally rich site!
After Sunset Vatican Tours also available

Starting at $1,200 for 2

VATICAN PRIVATE TOUR BY SEDAN AND GUIDE WITH ONE WAY TRANSFER

Start your 3-hour Rome adventure off at Piazza Esquilino and Piazza Venezia, where you can 
view the Vittoriano, a large monument dedicated to King Victor Emanuel II. While there, explore 
Capitol Hill, Capitol Square and the Palatine Hill, where the magnificent Temple of Jupiter sits. 
Visit the Roman Forum and the mighty Colosseum. Capture the beautiful architecture and 
admire the grandeur of a place defined by its imperial history.

Starting at $1,095 for 2

IMPERIAL ROME BY SEDAN WITH GUIDE

Delve into Rome’s culinary culture on a 3-hour street food adventure! Explore local eating habits 
with a guide, savoring iconic delights like suppli, pizza, craft beer, and gelato. Learn the traditions 
and ingredients behind each treat as you stroll through downtown Rome’s side streets. Join us 
for an authentic, delicious journey into the heart of Roman street food!

Create your perfect Rome experience! Customize your tour and let your driver take you to iconic 
sites like the Trevi Fountain, Coliseum, Pantheon, Roman Forum, Spanish Steps, and/or Vatican City. 
Navigate the city effortlessly, ensuring you can return to savor each site at your leisure!
3- or 6-hour tours with or without Guide also available

Starting at $330 for 2

UNGUIDED CUSTOM TOUR BY MERCEDES E

Starting at $925 for 2

PRIVATE ROMAN STREET FOOD WALKING TOUR

RECOMMENDED TOURS
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Visit the Colosseum for an unforgettable glimpse into the past. Marvel at its grandeur, scale, and 
history. Be sure to take a few moments to appreciate the remarkable engineering that went into the 
construction of this famous monument. Afterwards, explore other sites, such as the Pantheon, Trevi 
Fountain, and when time permits, the Spanish Steps, Roman Forum, and Villa Borghese. With a little 
bit of planning and a comfortable pair of shoes, all of Rome can be explored in one day! 
Available with Rome Underground Tour Starting at $1,945 for 2

ROME HIGHLIGHTS 6-HOUR TOUR BY SEDAN WITH GUIDE

Embark on a 4-hour underground journey in Rome! Begin at the Basilica of Saints John and Paul, 
dating back to the 4th century, where both martyrs were buried. Explore the Mamertine Prisons, 
ancient dungeons beneath Capitoline Hill, where figures like Peter and Paul were once confined. 
Conclude at the Basilica di San Clemente, a marvel with three historical layers, including a 12th-
century basilica atop a well-preserved 4th-century church and a 3rd-century Mithraic Temple. 
Uncover Rome’s hidden depths in this captivating exploration!

Embark on an unforgettable journey to Naples with a private car and driver along the Autostrada del Sole, 
passing through the picturesque Castelli Romani. On arrival, take a guided tour to discover the true heart 
of this vibrant city, from hidden gems to its breathtaking views of the bay. Get to know charming Napoli and 
its culture through its winding streets, lively markets and captivating landmarks. Explore this Mediterranean 
gem and its colorful history, a unique experience you’ll never forget.
Non-guided tour also available Starting at $2,780 for 2

NAPLES/POMPEII BY SEDAN WITH GUIDE

Immerse yourself in a Roman culinary adventure! Begin your day with a private market tour, 
exploring stalls laden with premium ingredients. Next, step into an authentic Roman kitchen 
for a hands-on cooking class featuring ‘primi piatti’ and ‘secondi piatti.’ The chef shares 
insider tips and techniques before you indulge in a delicious 5-course meal, including 
appetizer, 3 pastas, main course, side dish, and dessert, paired with water and wine. Elevate 
your Roman experience in just 6 hours! Starting at $1,490 for 2

PRIVATE MARKET AND COOKING CLASS IN ROME WITH ESCORT

Starting at $1,360 for 2

UNDERGROUND ROME WITH GUIDE BY SEDAN
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Experience the heart of Venice with a bacari bar crawl. Sample a variety of delicious finger 
foods from authentic local wine bars, chat with Venetians, and explore the city’s favorite hot 
spots. Soak up the unique atmosphere and taste the unique flavors of Venice.

Starting at $300 for 2

VENETIAN WINE AND BACARI TRADITIONS WITH ESCORT

A 2-hour walk through the wonderful city of Venice with an expert guide to get an historical 
introduction and get oriented through the highlights of the city. On your way the world-
famous San Marcos Square, the Doges Palace and the golden Basilica, the bridge of sighs 
and the Rialto Bridge.

Starting at $460 for 2

VENICE WALKING TOUR, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CITY AND ITS HIGHLIGHTS

Take a charming 60-minute journey through the enchanting inner canals and the iconic Grand 
Canal aboard your own private gondola. Immerse yourself in the romance of Venice as you 
glide through its picturesque waterways in style and comfort.
30-min tour also available

Starting at $455 for 2

1 HOUR GONDOLA PROMENADE UNGUIDED

Your 2-hour tour starts at the historical center of Venice, St. Mark’s Square. Here you can see the 
impressive Basilica di San Marco, an 830AD Byzantine cathedral filled with mosaics, artwork, 
and ornate architecture. Admire the view of the Grand Canal from the Campanile bell tower. 
Also, take in the most important museum in Venice, the Doge’s Palace. 

Starting at $570 for 2

ST. MARKS BASILICA AND DOGES PALACE WITH GUIDE

Uncover hidden gems in Venice with a 3-hour off-the-beaten-path tour. Follow your guide 
through the maze of narrow streets to explore historic and artistic sites, discovering the 
authentic Venetian charm away from the tourist crowds. Join us for an immersive journey into 
the heart of Venice’s lesser-known treasures!

Starting at $675 for 2

UNUSUAL VENICE WITH GUIDE

PREFERRED TOURS
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WITH GUIDE Begin a captivating 4-hour journey at the Academy Galleries, delving into 
Venetian masterpieces from the 14th century to the 18th century. Explore the works of 
renowned artists like Bellini, Giorgione, Tintoretto, Tiziano, and more, shaping the course of 
European art history. Immerse yourself in the allure of Peggy Guggenheim’s Palace on the 
Grand Canal, showcasing iconic 20th-century paintings and sculptures. Experience the 
charm of Venetian artistry in this unique museum adventure!

Starting at $1,450 for 2

ACCADEMIA GALLERIES AND GUGGENHEIM COLLECTION TOUR

Cruise through the iconic San Giorgio Maggiore Island, Public Gardens, and the stylish Lido 
on your private boat. Explore Murano, renowned for its glassblowing, and witness artisans at 
work. Visit the vibrant island of Burano, celebrated for its colorful charm and lace production. 
Conclude your 4-hour journey at Torcello, an ancient lagoon hub, exploring the historic Santa 
Maria Assunta and Santa Fosca churches. Experience the best of  
Venice’s treasures in style!

Starting at $1,610 for 2

EXCURSION TO THE ISLANDS WITH ESCORT

Experience the real Venice away from the crowds with a Grand Canal tour. Cruise by the 
beautiful palaces and churches that line the banks while learning how the canal evolved 
over the centuries. Enjoy a unique perspective and gain insight into the city’s history. The tour 
culminates in a visit to a glass studio on the picturesque Murano Island.

Starting at $800 for 2

GRAND CANAL PRIVATE BOAT TOUR AND MURANO WITH ESCORT

Your guide will take you through the gorgeous city of Venice, introducing you to the city’s 
highlights. Along the way, you will visit the world-famous San Marco’s Square, the Doge’s 
Palace and the golden Basilica, and the Bridge of Sights. You will also experience a unique 
Venice adventure by sailing a private boat to the world-renowned Murano Island to witness 
the renowned glass-blowing art. Starting at $765 for 2

VENICE WALKING TOUR AND VISIT TO A MURANO GLASS STUDIO

The tour starts with a 2+hour historical introduction, with your expert guide leading you through 
the highlights of the city, featuring the world-renowned San Marco’s Square, the Doge’s Palace 
and the golden Basilica and the inviting Bridge of Sighs. Lastly, step on board your private 
gondola for an unforgettable ride along the canals.

Starting at $770 for 2

GUIDED TOUR ON FOOT AND GONDOLA WITH GUIDE
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CLICK HERE TO EXPLORE NOW

OR SCAN HERE

EXPLOREEUROPE
LOOKING FOR MORE RECOMMENDATIONS THROUGHOUT EUROPE?

Whether you visit one country or more, you can 
choose from our collection of hand-picked 

tours and discover picture-perfect sights 
and memorable moments.

https://classicvacationscreative.com/europe-tours-activities

